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News 2018 digest:

Turkey's Erdogan Strains to Turn Strongman Rule Into Dominance at Polls
With economic woes weighing on Turkish voters ahead of Sunday’s elections, the prospect of President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan entering a new five-year term with a rubber-stamp parliament isn’t guaranteed.

Malaysia's Tall Order: Trying to Recoup 1MDB Funds
Malaysia’s new government is seeking to recover money that officials say has gone missing from state
investment fund 1Malaysia Development Bhd. and use it to reduce the country’s debts.

Eurozone Gives Greece Some Debt Relief as Bailout Nears End
The eurozone agreed to lighten Greece’s debt burden when the country’s bailout ends this summer, but
the measures fall short of what the IMF says would be needed to end doubts about Greece’s long-term
solvency.

Mexico Presidential Front-Runner Shares Some of Trump's Economic Views
Mexico’s leading presidential candidate, Andrés Manuel López Obrador, is expected to clash with U.S.
President Donald Trump if he wins the election and Nafta talks aren’t concluded. But the candidate sees
eye-to-eye with Mr. Trump on some issues.

Koreas Set Reunions for Families Split by War
North and South Korea agreed to hold reunions of families separated by the Korean War for the first time
in almost three years, a trust-building step between the rivals and a humanitarian goal sought by the
South’s leader.

Philippines Weighs Forced Drugs Tests for Children in Schools Under Duterte's War
The Philippines is preparing to extend President Rodrigo Duterte’s antinarcotics crackdown into schools
by imposing mandatory drugs tests of children as young as 10, a new front in a campaign plagued by
allegations of extrajudicial killings and human-rights abuses.

Terror Leader's Death Sentence Highlights Indonesia's Harder Mood
An Indonesian court sentenced an Islamic State-linked cleric to death, a rare decision that underscores a
hardening mood against terrorists.

Vatican Diplomat Admits to Child Porn Charges
Former Vatican diplomat Msgr. Carlo Alberto Capella admitted to downloading and sharing child
pornography images on Tumblr while on assignment in U.S.
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